
15.83% 22

18.71% 26

12.23% 17

14.39% 20

38.85% 54

0.00% 0

Q2 Institution SizeIf you are unsure of your institution's size, please use
this list of current ArchivesSpace members and their sizes.

Answered: 139 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 139
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97.12% 135

62.59% 87

30.94% 43

Q3 How do you interact with ArchivesSpace? (check all that apply)
Answered: 139 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 139  

Staff User
Interface

Public User
Interface

Backend
application...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Staff User Interface

Public User Interface

Backend application management
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Q4 Where would you like to see the greatest development emphasis for
the near future (approximately 2-3 years) in the categories below?

(Please select up to 5)
Answered: 139 Skipped: 0

Configurability
of the publi...

Custom reports

Rapid Data
Entry

Importing CSV
for Resource...

Searching in
the public...

Configurability
of the staff...

Visual layout
of the publi...

Built-in
reports

PDF generation
for records ...

Reconceptualizi
ng the Digit...

Searching in
the staff...

Container
management

New imports
for Accessio...

Location
management

Visual layout
of the staff...

Multi-repositor
y functionality

API

Batch
exporting fo...

Other:

Security/user
permissions

Reorder mode

Regular data
entry
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38.85% 54

37.41% 52

34.53% 48

33.81% 47

33.09% 46

31.65% 44

28.06% 39

27.34% 38

26.62% 37

25.18% 35

23.02% 32

22.30% 31

20.86% 29

17.27% 24

14.39% 20

14.39% 20

14.39% 20

12.95% 18

entry

Reconceptualizi
ng the Subje...

OAI-PMH

Multi-language
support

Existing
XML-based...

New exports
for Resource...

Exporting
Accessions

Collection
Management...

Existing CSV
imports for...

Assessments

Existing
XML-based...

Classifications

Events
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Configurability of the public interface

Custom reports

Rapid Data Entry

Importing CSV for Resources (such as the Harvard plug-in for data entry)

Searching in the public interface

Configurability of the staff interface

Visual layout of the public interface

Built-in reports

PDF generation for records in the staff or public interface

Reconceptualizing the Digital Objects module

Searching in the staff Interface

Container management

New imports for Accessions, Resources, or Digital Objects

Location management

Visual layout of the staff interface

Multi-repository functionality

API

Batch exporting for Accessions, Resources, Digital Objects
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12.23% 17

10.79% 15

10.79% 15

10.07% 14

10.07% 14

9.35% 13

8.63% 12

8.63% 12

8.63% 12

7.91% 11

7.91% 11

6.47% 9

6.47% 9

5.04% 7

4.32% 6

2.16% 3

Total Respondents: 139  

# OTHER: DATE

1 Batch CRUD operations via the staff interface; other configurable integrations for the PUI such as
digital object playback services

11/18/2019 10:32 AM

2 Bulk updates / improved support for editing data 11/14/2019 11:25 PM

3 Conservation functionality 11/14/2019 12:28 PM

4 Plug-ins and ability to clean up subjects and agents 11/12/2019 2:18 PM

5 Bulk editing (this might fall under the CSV option above -- overwrite or append via CSV, for
example)

11/10/2019 10:59 AM

6 Staff Interface Enhancements working group recommendations 11/7/2019 3:28 PM

7 Linking to external websites (not digital objects) and exporting External Resources with EAD
exports

11/7/2019 2:20 PM

8 My "other" vote is a second vote for PUI search. There's been a lot of great work done on the PUI
(and SUI) since version 2.1, but search is the one thing that still needs to be addressed (especially
in terms of how Solr is implemented). Fixing that would fix one of the major issues of the PUI. The
other issue is a lack of high-quality theming options (and something that looks amazing out of the
box), but that issue is cosmetic and could be addressed more easily.

11/7/2019 9:13 AM

9 Batch editing functionality 10/30/2019 3:49 PM

10 Indexing in the PUI - searching in a resource should search everything, including the collection
overview, not just the collection inventory.

10/30/2019 3:30 PM

11 Batch editing 10/30/2019 2:12 PM

12 Bulk edit feature in Resource records 10/30/2019 12:45 PM

13 Maintenance and simplification 10/30/2019 12:44 PM

14 I'd like to vote twice for reconceptualizing Digital Objects! I'd also like to see cleaner roundtripping,
for example, recognizing that a container or digital object already exists in the the system and
linking to it, rather than creating new ones by default.

10/30/2019 9:25 AM

15 Merge Events and Collection Management Functions. Pick one, but do not have options to record
information in both places. It's difficult for repositories to manage.

10/30/2019 9:07 AM

16 Address XSS issues, Build installers and updaters for all supported OS's, support attaching to
enterprise SQL servers

10/30/2019 8:57 AM

17 Maintain persistent resource ids and archival object ids when exporting, modifying, then re-
importing metadata. e.g. /repositories/3/archival_objects/785456 and
/repositories/3/resources/1492.

10/30/2019 8:16 AM

Other:

Security/user permissions

Reorder mode

Regular data entry

Reconceptualizing the Subjects module

OAI-PMH

Multi-language support

Existing XML-based imports for Accessions, Resources, or Digital Objects

New exports for Resources or Digital Objects

Exporting Accessions

Collection Management records

Existing CSV imports for Accessions or Digital Objects

Assessments

Existing XML-based exports for Resources and Digital Objects

Classifications

Events
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Q5 Comments - Please share anything you’d like about the future
development of ArchivesSpace. The more specific, the better!

Answered: 49 Skipped: 90

# RESPONSES DATE

1 API documentation is lacking. In general I would like more configuration options to be available.
There should be permissions to view containers separate from the ability to create and edit them.

11/25/2019 6:48 AM

2 It would be really wonderful to have more granular options for assigning levels of access--like
Archon had. The blanket permissions just bundle too many things together.

11/20/2019 4:48 PM

3 I'd love to see a public view that offers a better bird's eye overview of the entire container list,
closer to a traditional finding aid (quickly see what material is in which box/folder). The PDF
generation could perhaps solve this. Also in the PDF, I'd like to see the Biog/Hist for agents, etc.
appear as part of the front matter.

11/20/2019 10:37 AM

4 Searching for items in a large inventory continues to be a challenge, since series/subseries
collapse and have to be opened. Improved search functionality would be welcomed.

11/20/2019 9:17 AM

5 We also would have chosen multi-repository functionality, but were limited to 5. 11/19/2019 4:25 PM

6 Our users have difficult navigating and understanding the public interface. Improvement is still
needed in this area.

11/18/2019 9:36 AM

7 1. Configurability of the public interface Comments: We would like to be able to: - Configure what
fields/notes are visible/not visible for collections/archives in the PUI (and change the order) -
Configure what fields/notes are visible directly and what fields/notes are behind the ‘Expand All’
menu - Configure the font type and font size ourselves - To directly make clearly visible for a
collections that there are digital objects available. It would be great if this would be visible by for
example showing a ‘Digital object’ icon at the collection level and in the search results/collections
overview 2. Multi-language support Comments: We would like to be able to: - To have multiple
language support, by showing a switch to change the language of the labels between English and
Dutch in the PUI - To add multiple language descriptions/fields 3. Security/user permissions
Comments: - We would like it to be possible that ArchivesSpace users (staff interface) are able to
reset and retrieve their own password (by mail) - We would like to be able to grant publication
rights only to a certain user group. For our workflow we would like members from the editorial
board who are assigned to only have the rights to publish collections/archives 4. Rapid data entry
Comments: The rapid data entry functionality in ArchivesSpace only lets you add new collection
items once, but you can’t go back to the rapid data entry overview and make changes later on 5.
API Comments: - We like the new Human readable URLs, but we also would like to be able to use
them with the API. To be able to find resource records with the API we first need to translate the
identifier UBAinv{XXX} into the internal resource record number. It would be much easier and less
complex for scripting if we could have immediate access by directly using our EAD identifier -
Batch API-calls are missing to be able to remove or change all archival objects from a resource. It
would be a big improvement if this would be possible using the API. There are plugins available,
but they will be probably using the same API as well.

11/18/2019 6:17 AM

8 changing the display on the front-end to meet UX standards and have menus and breakdowns on
the left should be a top priority

11/15/2019 11:58 AM

9 Generally, I think that the application is beautifully stable and effective! It would be very nice for
some effort to go toward making little tweaks (that result in huge improvements) to UX -- printing
pages, pdf appearance, etc.

11/15/2019 9:23 AM

10 Bulk Editing would safe a lot!!! of time. 11/14/2019 11:21 PM

11 Some specific features we've been hoping to see (I know there are tickets for some/all of these):
Merging top container functionality; When inserting a new object, have it insert below where you
are in a list, rather then the end of a series; better display of objects in shared top containers (with
more than just title); export of filtered search results to CSV.

11/14/2019 12:52 PM

12 We would like to integrate Conservation reporting/documentation/activities/tracking into Archives
Space. We will be looking into how to do this within the existing framework, using Events and
Digitial Objects but even this seems to require MANY customizations.

11/14/2019 12:28 PM

13 We would like to be able to sort lists (at least within series or subseries or whatever the lowest
level of hierarchy is); insert siblings at any point in component list; choose any (and any number
of) columns to display for search or browse results; retain context when managing top containers;
have clearer, more discrete user permissions. We would also like to have spell check and find and
replace that could be applied to all the contents of a single resource record. And we would love to
have "undo."

11/13/2019 11:00 AM

14 Need to be able to easy print and/or export a list of container locations for an individual resource 11/12/2019 2:18 PM

15 It would be nice to be able to create custom reports within the interface, even something simple
like selecting the fields and a date range would be great.

11/12/2019 1:55 PM
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16 Would love some bulk editing options that don't require the API 11/11/2019 12:54 PM

17 In general, I want ASpace to be better at catching errors (spellcheck, validating xml, human
readable error messages) and at allowing us to fix errors when they do happen (mass changing
container instances, find and replace, etc) when inputting data. Otherwise, the most pressing need
is for a more usable public user interface

11/11/2019 12:26 PM

18 Bulk editing would be a huge boon to our staff users. 11/10/2019 10:59 AM

19 MARC import / export functionality 11/7/2019 3:28 PM

20 I do not see a feature where a report of all accessions can be produced that listed processing
status. That would be a useful feature to add.

11/7/2019 9:34 AM

21 batch edits or universal changes would be helpful. Particularly batch deleting. Reordering a lot of
material, or adding one item in a large collection is currently pretty painful; I'd love to add an
archival object where I want it to appear in inventory. Without these batch and/or reordering
functions, it would be great to have a way to export all of the information associated with a
resource from AS, edit it and then re-upload. We often just delete resources that have a lot of
changes that need to be made and then create a new resource record to replace it. And finally,
having locations appear on an archival object screen - as data in the instance - would be very
convenient.

11/7/2019 9:23 AM

22 We are really focused on improvements to the public interface (launched pui in early 2019). Users
are still struggling with not being able to easily browse the finding aid and requesting boxes via
Aeon. The grab bar to extend the side navigation is still an issue as well. We will be conducting
some user testing in 2020 which we will be happy to share.

11/7/2019 9:22 AM

23 Users find the PUI difficult to navigate and often avoid using it because they don't find it intuitive.
Ability to incorporate LCSH searching and LC name authorities would greatly improve functionality
for us. Additionally, making bulk changes to resources via the staff interface is currently impossible
-- would put a high priority on creating a straightforward CSV exporter so that changes (i.e. adding
a folder to the middle of a large box, or changing sequence of box numbering in a big collection)
can be accomplished without literally hours of staff time. Thank you for all the work that you do!

11/7/2019 8:51 AM

24 CSV export of Resources could be improved, such as including extent value 11/6/2019 5:45 PM

25 Please start offering ASpace in-person or webinar-style trainings that go beyond beginners. We
are really in need of intermediate and advanced training modules. Also, the ASpace manual
REALLY NEEDS updating. Also also, more focus groups or surveys like these to determine what's
working, what's not, what's in the pipeline for future updates, etc. THANK YOU!

11/5/2019 3:29 PM

26 Supporting automation through importin data through spreadsheets and/or CSV. Specifically,
improvement to accession import would include ability to assign a resource, multiple extents,
multiple agents.

11/5/2019 1:10 PM

27 The staff interface has become easy to use for me, but the public interface has continuous
problems with displaying all the notes that have been published. Users are often confused by the
biographical/historical note being 'hidden' under additional information. Using any kind of reports
has so far been impossible.

11/1/2019 2:36 PM

28 We're at the point where we are ready to launch the public interface, but are very concerned about
ease of use for our patrons. The visual layout is very confusing, and we're worried that this will
actually be worse for our patrons than our previous system. Adding more configuration options to
the public interface would help alleviate some of this. We love the back-end, staff are finding it
easy enough to learn and use. We need the public interface to be simpler to understand for novice
users. (I know we're not members yet, hoping to add it in our budget in the next year or two!)

11/1/2019 10:28 AM

29 #4 was extremely difficult to answer because so many things in ArchivesSpace need to be fixed
on both the front and back end. As someone who uses the staff side on a daily basis, I find the
endless scrolling and the lack of functionality extremely frustrating.

11/1/2019 10:04 AM

30 The entire staff user interface needs to be torn down and reconstructed with real staff, real
workflow, and real productivity in mind. Tweaking it is not enough. It was never designed in the
first place. It is an inefficient mish-mash and does not perform for any user who operates at scale.
Any time one has a problem that cannot be solved in AS, group members offer work-arounds that
require API or dbadmin credentials. These So-called solutions indicate a failure of the user
interface. Large institutional support to rewrite the user interface with the user in mind, with real
investment in productivity, is needed. Will these institutions step up?

11/1/2019 9:46 AM

31 Rapid Data Entry is my first choice, Subject heading refactoring similar to the work on agents
would be my second choice

10/31/2019 12:36 PM

32 Creating top containers in bulk and adding a Digitization section to the Assessment module 10/31/2019 11:58 AM

33 I think the weakest function of ASpace currently is reports. I always have problems with the built-in
reports and exporting data to csv.

10/31/2019 11:21 AM

34 I hear grumbling about Aspace (hard to use, confusing), but I don't find it so. It saves my bacon
every day! Thanks for creating this wonderful application.

10/31/2019 10:36 AM

35 We're not members because we're classified as very large, but the library DOES NOT fit that
category...

10/31/2019 10:05 AM
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36 Hello, We came up with some things that we feel would vastly speed up entry and editing. Adding
agents/subjects to the available fields in Rapid Data Entry would make a huge difference to
anyone working on the item level. Please see our notes here:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CIal6GUCKzqStBarCGfl43v8FBp5wR-
fBCROsO8VZsQ/edit?usp=sharing Thanks for sending out the survey.

10/31/2019 9:35 AM

37 Would really like ability to edit existing archival objects in rapid data entry mode, not just create
archival objects.

10/31/2019 9:11 AM

38 Difficulty of entry in the staff interface is our biggest roadblock to using ASpace for more than just
accessions. This should be highest priority for redesign. Archivists Toolkit was much easier to use
and understand in this capacity.

10/31/2019 7:47 AM

39 I think the search capability could really be made better 10/30/2019 7:07 PM

40 A tile display of digital material for browsing would help our patrons 10/30/2019 3:45 PM

41 Right now, ASpace is really a metadata management system, not a full-blown collection
management system. It should have much more inventory control functionality.

10/30/2019 3:30 PM

42 Better documentation for the API and how to work with it; easier pathways for batch editing (of
container information, notes, components) both within the staff interface directly or outside (e.g.,
Excel import); Collection Management sub-records: we would like to see this reimagined similar to
the top container data model, which would allow for querying these records (e.g., help with
prioritization, workflow management, and better reporting).

10/30/2019 2:12 PM

43 I think the existing functionality is meeting archives' needs really well. Development Prioritization
could consider focusing on making the application easier to maintain, which will enable easier
additional when new functionality is warrented in the future.

10/30/2019 12:44 PM

44 I would like to see seamless integrations with open source digital repositories. 10/30/2019 12:40 PM

45 Coming into ASpace with a hosted version and no local tech support, the more configurability that
can be done by non-programmer, the better. Thanks!

10/30/2019 12:24 PM

46 Batch editing/deleting; being able to view/edit different parts of a resource record simultaneously
(all the series extents, for example); a report/validation action to get an outline view of subrecords
throughout a resource (do all my files/sub-series have instances, or dates/extents, etc.)

10/30/2019 9:56 AM

47 I'm interested in Archive-it/ASpace compatibility 10/30/2019 9:44 AM

48 Maintain persistent resource ids and archival object ids when exporting, modifying, then re-
importing metadata. e.g. /repositories/3/archival_objects/785456 and
/repositories/3/resources/1492.

10/30/2019 8:16 AM

49 In my opinion, ArchivesSpace should consider whether - because of the DuraSpace merger - it
could be possible to host content, in addition to its metadata. Archon was able to do this (I think)
and would solve a lot of pain points for smaller repositories. There needs to be a task
force/working group to revise the Digital Objects module, see whether Classifications is flexible
enough that people can use it for their own purposes - whether it is to present Record Groups, or
whether to promote similarly themed collections. AViary, an audiovisual inventorying software has
an attractive CSV inventory export and import. It would be great to be able to export a resource
record in CSV, batch edit it/add to it, and import and replace the existing Resource record (like I
believe this program does). The PDF generation - having two different approaches seems
inefficient - but most importantly, the stylesheet (ideally) could be condensed. A finding aid that
used to print in 2 pages now prints in 4 because there is so much white space. Additionally, it
would be great if there could be a working group to continue to make recommendations striving
towards a PUI 3.0 which responds to any usability concerns in PUI 2.0 - particularly relating to the
resource tree and collection organization tab. The resource tree view seems helpful but the
collection organization tab has a lot of usability issues (endless scroll, inflexibility on what fields
are visible, lack of ease in navigation, etc.). These are just some ideas, but otherwise I'm really
grateful for all of the work done on this program. It's going in a good direction and these are just
some thoughts for the future!

10/30/2019 8:15 AM
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